
Task:

Some people say that it is possible to tell a lot about a person's culture and character 
from their choice of clothes.

Do you agree or disagree?

Nowadays we can find different wearing styles among people. Some assert that these wearing 
methods are the a reflection of their both personality and customs, while others claim that their 
choice of clothes is affected by fashion and some environmental restriction. From my point of view, 
wearing methods to some extentd are is a reflection of people's character and culture, but it is not 
totally true.

Firstly, in many countries and societies there are many rules and regulations in terms of the clothes 
type, so partially it shows their culture but not work for the majority of citizens . For instance, in many 
Islamic countries wearing a special style such as scarfs and veils is a must for women, while this is not 
their favorable wearing methods, hence we cannot can not judge their culture and personality by this 
method. 

Secondly, many assert that fashion have has a great influence on the wearing style. In many societies 
culture is paled by fashion and individuals do not have any tendency to their customs, so the most 
important issue among them is following fashion. This means that it is really difficult to recognize 
their personality and culture. For example, in last decades the colour of the year was is introduced by 
Polimode University in Italy, thus many individuals just wearing such a color because of mode.

All to all, I strongly believe that because of today's life style and people's attitude, it is quite difficult to 
understand either customs or character by their choice of cloths. I suppose we just received surface 
information about the culture and personality by studying the wearing methods of society.


